Happy Birthday
Supplies:





Stamps: 2012 Birthday Tags (Papertrey Ink)
Ink: Love Letter and Cantaloupe Memento inks (Tsukineko); YR15 Copic
marker (Copic)
Paper: Vintage Cream CS (Papertrey Ink); So Happy Together 6” x 6”
paper pad (Echo Park)
Accessories: bone folder (Craft Store); Tape Runner XL (thermo-web);
paper trimmer (Fiskars); 3D Dots (EK Success); Standard Circles Large
Nestabilities, Grand Calibur (Spellbinders); paper scissors (Cutter Bee);
Cool Diamond glitter (Elizabeth Craft Designs); 2 Way Glue Pen (Stampin’
Up!); yellow rhinestones (Craft Store)

Dimensions:
 Vintage Cream CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece, a 4” x 5 ¼” piece and a scrap piece
 So Happy Together patterned paper: a 4” x 5 ¼” piece
Directions:
1. Fold the 4 ¼” x 11” piece of Vintage Cream CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base. Set aside
for a moment.
2. Stick the 4” x 5 ¼” piece of So Happy Together patterned paper to the 4” x 5 ¼” piece of Vintage Cream CS, aligning
the edges, using double sided adhesive.
3. Cut out a ½” section of the CS backed patterned paper, following the angle in the pattern on the patterned paper,
using a paper trimmer. Discard the center cut out section.
4. Stick the top piece of the CS backed patterned paper to the top of the card base, leaving equal borders on the top,
left and right hand sides, using 3D Dots.
5. Stick the bottom piece of the CS backed patterned paper to the bottom of the card base, leaving equal borders on
the bottom, left and right hand sides, using 3D Dots.
6. Stamp the greeting onto a scrap piece of Vintage Cream CS, using Cantaloupe Memento ink.
7. Cut out the star from the greeting, as close to the image as possible, using paper scissors.
8. Stamp the greeting onto a scrap piece of Vintage Cream CS, using Love Letter Memento ink.
9. Die cut the greeting, using the third smallest die in the Standard Circles Large Nestabilities and the Grand Calibur.
10. Stick the cut out star to the center of the Love Letter die cut greeting, using 3D Dots.
11. Apply glitter to the star, using a 2 way glue pen. Set aside to dry.
12. Stick the greeting to the right hand side of the card, directly over the cut out section in the patterned paper, using
3D Dots.
13. Color three rhinestones using a YR15 Copic marker.
14. Stick the three colored rhinestones to the card, as shown in the above photo. You’re done!
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